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DI PLOMA EXA I\{I NATION IN ENGINEERI NG/'TT-CI{ NOLOGY/
MANAGEMENT/COMME,RCIAL PRACTICE. APRI L _ 2OI9

DC MACHINES

[Maximum Marks: l00l [Time: 3 Hours]

PART-A
[Maximum Marks: I0]

(Answer all questions in one or two sentences. Each question carries 2 marks)

I. l. Write any two example of high resistivity conducting materials.

2. Define pole pitch.

3. State the functions of commutator.

4. Write the conditions for maximunr efficiency.

5. t.ist the two appf ications of DC series motor. (5r ? : I 0)

PART-B
IMaximum Marks: 30]

(Answer any Five of the following questions. Each question carries 6 marks)

IL l. List the pronerties of ferromasnetic materials.

2. Give the general ciassification ol'insulating materials.

3. Derive the ernf equation of DC generator.

4. Explain the various losses in DC Machines.

5. State the requirements of voltage build up in self exited DC generator.

6. Derive the torque equation of DC lnotor.

7. Explain the construction and working of PMDC motor. (5x 6: 30)

PART-C
IMaximum Marks: 60]

(Answer one full question from each Unit. Each question carries l5 nrarks)

UNIT -I

III. (a). State the properties of copper and aluminum. (8)

(b). Draw and explain BH curve. (7)

OR

IV. (a). Write the varies factor affecting insulation resistance.

(b). Explain the properties of carbon

(8)

(7)
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UNIT -II

V. (a). With neat sketclt explain constructional details of DC generator. (8)

(b). An 8 pole DC generator has 960 armalure conductors and a f'lux per pole of

20mwb. Calculate emf generated when running at 500 rpm if the armature is

(i). Lap connected. (ii). Wave connected. (7)

OR

VI. (a). Explain the classification of DC generator according to field excitation and write

the voltage cquation.

(b). A short compound DC generator supplies a current of 50A at a volta-ee o1'200 v.

Calculate generated voltage if the resistance of the armature. shunt field and series

f reld Windings are 0.4C1. 0.02 O respectively.

UNIT _III

VII. (a). Explain the armature reaction with diagrams. (8)

(b). I)raw and explain the OCC of a DC shunt generator. (7)

OR

VIIL (a). lixplain the different methods to improve the communication of DC senerator. (8)

(b). Describe the term critical field resistance and critical speed. (7)

UNIT -IV

IX. (a). Explain the rvorking principle of DC motor. (8)

(b). A 250 V, 4 pole wave wound DC series rnotor has 782 conductors on its armature.

It has armature and series field resistance of 0.75 O. The motor takes a current of

40 A. Determine its speed and gross torque developed if it has flux per ole of 25mwb. (7)

OR

X. (a). Draw and explain the power flow diagram of a DC motor. Define its various

efficiencies. (8)

(b). Explain the speed controf of DC shunt Motor (1)

(8)

(7)
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